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THE SEA-DOO GTX PRO 130
A 5-Star Introduction to the Sea-Doo Life

There’s only one chance to make a first impression, and the 2021 Sea-Doo GTX PRO 130
absolutely nails it – not only for Sea-Doo watercraft, but for the valued Sea-Doo dealers and
excursion operators who provide those initial introductions to the Sea-Doo Life.
This all-new watercraft is founded on a three-pronged approach of maximizing value for dealer,
operator and customer, and it all starts with the next level of rental watercraft reliability. Powered
by the durable proven 1630 cc engine block as the 170-HP class of consumer watercraft, it’s
detuned to 130 HP churning at lower RPM for improved fuel efficiency and durability. ECO
mode allows for seeking to maximize efficiency when desired.
A literal boatload of comfort and convenience features paired with opportunities for expanded
adventures and optional onboard music for entertainment make the GTX PRO 130 the absolute
cream of the rental crop. Each feature geared for a flawless and unforgettable consumer
experience, as well as increased profitability and value for dealers and operators.
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2021 GTX PRO 130 OVERVIEW

Tougher components inside the hull add an extra layer of durability. Heavy-duty electric
harness, wear ring driveshaft featuring more splines all improve reliability to minimize downtime.
Ultra-robust material on the seat and handgrips stands the test against the everyday usage
expectation of the rental environment. An ST3 hull built of fiberglass with an acrylic finish is not
only highly durable, but also easily repaired should the need arise.
That same ST3 hull is the foundation of the incredible onboard experience Sea-Doo watercraft
have become revered for and freeing peace of mind. With industry-leading stability, it offers
riders ease of movement around the watercraft and confidence-inspiring control in almost any
conditions. Even during re-boarding, it remains planted and a standard rear boarding ladder
makes the process second nature for any rider.
Above the surface riders enjoy first-class comfort and amenities. The Ergolock seating system
provides the ultimate rider-watercraft connection that reduces fatigue and increases the fun
factor. A watertight phone compartment and direct-access front storage add a level of rider
convenience that won’t go unnoticed. Rear LinQ attachment points expand the adventure
possibilities and add opportunities for additional income through accessory rental. Adding the
optional iBR control and BRP Audio System amps up the “Wow” factor and makes every ride
one to remember.
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2021 GTX PRO 130 FEATURES

Standard Features
● Heavy-duty components: Seat, handlebar grips, electrical harness and drive shaft
● 70L fuel tank
● ST3 hull
● Direct-Access, 25.3-gallon (96 L) Front Storage and Watertight Phone Box
● Ergolock Seat with Stepped Design
● Exclusive Quick-Attach Rear Cargo System (LinQ)
● Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS™)
● Engine ECO® Mode
● Boarding Ladder
● Anti-Theft Security System (D.E.S.S.™)
Optional Features
• Improved Intelligent Brake and Reverse (iBR™ GEN3)
• BRP Audio – Premium Bluetooth system
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GTX PRO 130 ONBOARD EXPERIENCE
Superior Stability and Control
Industry-leading stability and control starts with an optimized lower center of gravity, which
provides confidence in rough water, at high speeds, and with passengers. The platform is also
wider for worry-free re-boarding and movement around the watercraft. Combine those with a
deep-V ST3™ hull that increases performance in rough water and provides better control while
cornering, and riders have the best of all worlds in any conditions.

Powerful Audio System (Optional)
With a simple swipe of a finger, riders enjoy full
control of a powerful, truly waterproof, 100-watt
Bluetooth audio system. The perfect song is
always on deck and ready to amplify the next ride.

Multiple Storage Options
Sea-Doo GTX models have a spacious 25.3-gallon
(96 L) central cargo compartment designed for easy
and direct access from a seated position. There is
also a waterproof, shockproof compartment for
phone storage with an available accessory USB
charger^, as well as an adaptable and convenient
LinQ™ quick-attach rear cargo system to easily
secure accessories.
^USB charger standard on GTX LTD 300, otherwise available as an
accessory. WAKE PRO 230 shown.
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2021 GTX PRO 130 ROTAX® ENGINE
With unmatched performance, superior fuel efficiency thanks to exclusive ACE technology and
proven reliability, ROTAX® engines continue to set the standard in the personal watercraft
industry. Every GTX model features the industry-exclusive closed-loop cooling system to keep
corrosive salt water and debris out of the engine for added peace-of-mind.

Rotax 1630 ACE – 130 HP: Delivering 130 excitementgenerating horsepower, the 1630cc 3-cylinder produces the
perfect combination of awesome acceleration, efficiency and
sets the absolute standard in reliability. It responds to throttle
input instantly with a top speed of 50 mph (80 km/h).
^Performance numbers based on BRP internal testing in optimal conditions.

For a full rundown of features and specifications, please consult your local dealer contact and
ask for a test ride!
Follow @BRPNews, @BRPSeaDoo, and visit www.sea-doo.com for more on the entire lineup
of Sea-Doo personal watercraft.
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